
 
 
To experience the new content, go to the VR center in Carceburg after doing the alcohol 
mission. 
 
Known Issues: 

- There is not much story content added this update because of the time required to 
completely build a new combat system from scratch. 

- Loading another game or exiting to main menu during combat using the new system will 
cause the next combat you enter to softlock. Restart the game to fix this. Saves won’t be 
affected. 

- Sometimes during the Jewel fight, Jenna will be allowed to attack first. If Jenna attacks 
first, Jewel has a chance to be defeated and softlock the game. Restart the game and 
load the autosave if this happens. 

- Lots of sounds and music are absent from combat. 
 

Combat 
Although there aren’t many fights to show off what the new combat system can accomplish - 
what we have now is a great modular foundation to expand the combat with new additions and 
mechanics in the future. 
 

Factions 
- All characters involved in a fight will now be split up into factions that can either be allied 

or hostile to each other. 
- You can swap between which character of your party you want to use during your turn. 

 



Rounds 
- Every faction has a turn in a round, and a new round is started when every faction has 

taken their turn during that round. 
- Every character has their own turn during their faction’s turn, with player controlled 

characters not being constrained to only be able to do their actions during their turn like 
AI is. Players can do an action on Character A, then do an action on Character B, and 
go back to Character A to do another action. 

Stats 
- Hitpoints is a measure of the character’s willingness to fight in the form of a number. If 

the number reaches 0, the character is defeated and unwilling to fight. 
- Physical Power is a measure of the character’s ability to cause physical damage. This 

number is calculated against the target’s Physical Defense when physical damage is 
dealt. This is calculated as follows: DMG = baseDMG  x (PhysPower / PhysDefense) 

- Lust Power is a measure of the character’s seductive ability, and affects how much lust 
damage they can deal. Like physical damage, this stat is measured against the target’s 
Lust Defense to calculate lust damage. 

- Movement Speed measures how many tiles the character can move in a single turn by 
walking normally. Characters can move half of their movement speed in one action, so 
using two actions allows them to move their whole movement speed. 

- Energy determines how many actions a character can do during their turn. By default, all 
characters have two energy. Some abilities can allow a character to have more energy, 
and therefore perform more actions per turn. 

- Range is how many tiles away a character can attack a target using the basic ‘Attack’ 
ability. This is usually affected by the type of weapon the character is using, with melee 
weapons only having one tile of range in most cases. 

Abilities 
- There are three types of abilities: Active, Passive, and Mod. 

- Active abilities need to be manually used during combat to run their effects. 
- Passive abilities are the opposite, able to run their effects without being actively 

used. 
- Mod abilities change how other abilities function, with the base ability being 

shown in the (brackets) of the ability’s name. 
 

- Abilities are using given from the equipment that the character is wearing, but some 
characters can have natural abilities on their own. 

- Examples of abilities include the Energetic passive ability, which gives the owner one 
extra energy, allowing them to perform one more action per turn. Lover’s Touch is a 
melee-range active ability that deals lust damage to the target.  



- (Attack) Knockback is a mod ability that adds one tile of knockback to the basic attack 
ability. 
 

Effects 
- These use the same system as limb effects (Cum and Drunk), and affect the character 

during combat. 
- Being drunk during combat will cause the drunk character to deal one physical damage 

to themselves every turn. This will pit the drunk character’s Physical Power against their 
Physical Defense. 

 

Equipment 
- As mentioned before, equipment will affect how a character plays in combat. This is 

done through giving the character abilities, and / or adding to their stats. 
- Most apparel will balance between giving Physical Defense, and Lust Defense, which 

means that you’ll need to choose between which type of damage you’ll want to defend 
yourself against. 

- Most weapons will give Physical Power to the character and deal physical damage with 
the basic Attack ability, but some of them can deal lust damage, or a combination of 
physical and lust damage with the basic Attack ability. 

 

Mechanics 
- Critical Damage is a damage mechanic that has a chance to be applied to any damage 

dealt to a character. The base chance for an attack to be critical is 10%, and if the 
chance is met, the attack will have 175% of the original damage. 
 

- Flanking Damage is a damage mechanic that rewards positioning your party members 
properly when attacking an enemy.  
 
Whenever damage is dealt to a character from a different direction than a previous 
attack during the same round, bonus flanking damage will be applied, increased by how 
many directions have already been flanked.  
 
Flanking damage can be increased or decreased based on the Physical Power vs 
Physical Defense calculation. 
 
There are four directions that can be flanked (Up, Down, Left, Right) and if a direction 
has already been attacked during that round, it WON’T deal flanking damage again. 
 



The first direction attacked won’t deal flanking damage. 
 
Different directions can be attacked by the same character and flanking damage will still 
be applied, it doesn’t have to be different characters. 
 

- Displacement is a positioning mechanic that forces characters to move positions by an 
external pushing or pulling force. If a character is displaced into another character, both 
characters will be dealt collision damage from the character that displaces the original 
victim, and the character that was hit by the original victim will be displaced away 
themselves. This can result in chain reactions. Collision damage is affected by the 
PhysPower vs PhysDefense calculation using the original attacker’s Physical Power, and 
the victim’s Physical Defense. 

 

Scenes 
- Added CGs to female prison scene (getting caught a second time during curfew). 
- Added CGs to prison seduction scene (getting caught during curfew to seduce the 

guards and bug the prison). 
- Added scene with CGs for Jenna x Jewel sex scene. 

 

Levels 
- Added signs to Carceburg that add clarity to which building is which. 
- Fixed issue where the window in the coffee house would outline when you look at the 

coffee grind barrels. 
- Fixed missing moaning sounds in the townhall (you’re welcome). 
- Fixed rendering issues that would occur in the Inner Stronghold on Android. 
- Fixed an issue where you could glitch out of the Inner Stronghold by walking into the 

door to the cell block. 

Characters 
- Added dialogue sprites for Jewel by artist RatedEhcs. 
- Added new dialogue sprites and expressions for Jenna by artist RatedEhcs. 
- Added generic dialogue sprites for secondary characters by artist RatedEhcs. 
- Added overworld sprites for secondary characters that can be mixed and matched to 

create various different looks. 



Bug Fixes 
- Fixed issue with the stats menu overflowing when too many stats are displayed. 
- Fixed issue where you could get stuck during curfew if you walked to the guard in the 

top right. 
- Fixed issue where right sided dialogue sprites wouldn’t layout properly if they were 

displayed in the textbox. 
- Fixed issue where task targets were going over characters that weren’t supposed to 

have one. 
- Fixed issue where you could reset the cleaning game if you complete cleaning and 

leave before reporting to Tiny, allowing you see all scenes without advancing the day. 
- Fixed issue where characters aren’t facing where they should be when the scene starts. 


